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In a previous paper selection rules were ob-
tained from SU(6) symmetry and found to give
a consistent description of a number of known

experimental facts. ' Recently, some of these
selection rules have been found to hold in par-
ticular relativistic SU(6) formulations. '&' We
wish to show that the original derivation is
valid relativistically under certain general
assumptions shared by most of the relativis-
tic formulations, and that all of the results
obtained are valid relativistically. In partic-
ular, the following decays and reactions are
all forbidden:

P+7T,

cp-3m or 5v,

v+N —y+N+nm,

N+N —y+N+N+n&,

N+N-y+nm,

(la)

(1b)

(1c)

(Id)

(1e)

where n is any number. ~ Also the production
of strange particles in ~N, NN, and NN reac-
tions is inhibited by a factor of at least four,
on the average. The experimental validity of
these selection rules can therefore be consid-
ered as evidence in favor of SU(6) symmetry,
but cannot be used to distinguish between dif-
ferent relativistic formulations which should
all give the same result. In particular, the
results (1) should be obtained both from theo-
ries which embed SU(6) in a higher group in-
cluding both SU(6) and the Lorentz group, ' and
theories which break SU(6) symmetry using
kinetic-energy spurions.

The selection rules were obtained using SU(2)
subgroups of SU(6) called quark spins, S~&,
Sni, and S&i, defined, respectively, as the
total spin of the P', n', and A.

' quarks in any
multiquark state. These rules are still valid
in any relativistic theory which satisfies the
following condition:

The A. '-quark spin S& is conserved in all
reactions involving only particles at rest and

particles of finite momentum which contain
no X' quarks in a quark model. It is also con-
served in reactions also involving particles
of strangeness +1 which contain one A.

' quark
or antiquark, where such particles have S&~
= &, but the orientation of the quark spin may
be different for a particle of finite momentum
than for a nonrelativistic particle. Analogous
conservation laws apply to SJ i and S„..

It is easily seen that this condition is satis-
fied by theories of both types mentioned above. '&'

The essential point is that the number of X'

quarks and antiquarks in a state cannot be changed
by a Lorentz transformation nor by the applica-
tion of the symmetry-breaking kinetic-energy
operator. The only effect of such transforma-
tions on a multiquark state is to rotate and re-
couple the spins of the existing quarks. The
transition matrix elements for all the reactions
(1) vanish in nonrelativistic SU(6) because the
y has S~ = 1 and all the other particles contain
no X' quarks and have S&f =0. This remains
unchanged by Lorentz transformations of the
individual particle states to finite momenta
and by adding an arbitrary number of kinetic-
energy "spurions" to the vertex function. These
transformations do not affect the S&i =1 of the
y, if the reactions are analyzed in a Lorentz
frame in which the cp is at rest. They also
do not affect the S&i =0 of the other particles,
since neither Lorentz transformations nor oper-
ation with kinetic-energy operators can pro-
duce states having S&I w 0, as this requires
the creation of A.

' quarks. Since the theory
is Lorentz invariant, forbidding the reactions
(1) in a particular Lorentz frame is sufficient
to forbid it in all Lorentz frames. '

The selection rule against strange-particle
production is based on similar considerations
and also on the property that a state of two
strange particles contains a A.

' quark and anti-
quark, with uncorrelated spins of &, so that
the probability of total S&i =0 is only ~. This
is also unaffected by Lorentz transformations
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or kinetic-energy operators. They can change
the relative orientation of the two X'-quark
spins by rotation, but cannot introduce corre-
lations if the spins are initially randomly ori-
ented.

Note that the undesirable selection rules of
nonrelativistic SU(6) forbidding p-2w and N*
-N+m are not carried over into the relativis-
tic domain by these arguments. These selec-
tion rules depend upon the conservation of total
quark spin, not 8&I alone. Lorentz transfor-
mations or kinetic-energy operators acting
on a pion state introduce a component of total
quark-spin one by recoupling the constituent
quark spins.

Further conclusions regarding meson pro-
cesses can be drawn from the observation that
neither Lorentz transformations nor kinetic-
spurion operations can change the number of
quarks nor the SU(3) quantum numbers of a
particular state. These operators can change
a one-meson state in the SU(6) 36 only into
another state with the same SU(3) quantum num-
bers which transforms under SU(6) like a lin-
ear combination of members of different 35
supermultiplets [plus a singlet for the SU(3)
singlet vector meson], but cannot introduce
higher SU(6) representations. ' Thus predic-
tions for processes involving only baryons at
rest and mesons of finite momenta are apt to
be insensitive to the details of the relativistic
formulation. One example is the unpleasant
value obtained by Harari and Lipkin' for the
ratio of the cross sections e(p +p-E+ E+)j
o'(p+ p -&'+F0) = 16 for annihilation at rest.
Another is the ratio of the p~m jepv couplings,
where only a limited additional freedom is ob-
tained in the spurion theories. It may be that
a conclusive test between these theories is
only obtainable in reactions containing rela-
tivistic baryons.
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These reactions should be weak compared with sim-
ilar allowed reactions; e.g. y-decay and -production
processes involving strange particles, ~-decay and
-production processes analogous to the Reactions (1).
This is verified by experiment.

5These results do not depend upon the existence of
quarks, although they are conveniently expressed us-
ing a quark model. All that is required is that meson
and baryon states should transform under SU(6) and
Lorentz transformations in the same manner as states
obtained from a quark model. Note that the require-
ment that the SU(6) classification is valid in the rest
frame of a meson or baryon is nontrivial in a quark
model although it is generally accepted. The rest
frame of the particle is not the same as the rest frame
of the constituent quarks.

6This is much more restrictive than the apparently
reasonable assumption that the kinetic energy trans-
forms under SU(6) like a member of a 35 and can pro-
duce all representations arising in the product 35&& 35
when operating on a 35 meson state, and that higher
order spurion processes lead to even higher repre-
sentations. Careful analysis is required in individual
cases to verify that multispurion transitions really
give higher representations. Similar restrictions with-
out the quark picture are obtained by the observation
that the kinetic-energy operator for fixed momentum
is one of the generators of the U(12) group and there-
fore has vanishing matrix elements between states be-
longing to different U(12) representations. The author
is indebted to Amnon Katz for elucidation of this point.
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